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IMPORTANT
Clean this product using hot soapy water. If a disinfectant is required, a plain,
unscented bleach may be added to the water. Use only the recommended
dilution rate. Any other cleaning medium could result in chemical attack which
would adversely affect this product. 
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1. Position hinge base with pivot post
between seat and cover pivot bases and align
holes.
2. Insert securing pin using a screwdriver,
easing slowly and clockwise.
3. Repeat 1 & 2 at other side.
4. Assemble hinge bases with screws and cam
washers. Locate top of expansion bushes into
underside of smaller cam washers and retain
by inserting screws and loosely tightening the
coned nuts to engage the “wings” in the
expansion bush slots. ‘these allow a multiple
variation of seat fixing positions. Insert into
hinge bases and rotate to desired position.
5. Tighten securing screws with a
screwdriver.
6. With the cover up and seat down press
firmly to give positive contact of all seat
buffers with the WC’s rim.
7. Snap over hinge dust covers.
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1. Locate top of expansion bushes into
underside of hinge base and retain by
inserting screws through washers, hinge
bases and rectangular washers, then loosely
tightening the coned nuts to engage the
“wings” in the expansion bush slots.
2. Push the assembled components into the
fixing holes in the Wc, with the slots in the
hinge base facing the front of the pan and
loosely tighten the fixing screws.
3. Holding the seat cover, check the position
of the hinge bases in relation to the seat rod
before securely tightening the fixing screws.
4. Holding the seat cover upright, locate the
seat rod into the hinge base.
5. Locate ribs in hinge covers into slots inside
of hinge bases and push into position.

The seat and cover can be removed for
Cleaning. Gently lever off the covers with a
screwdriver before pulling the seat and cover
from the hinge base.
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1. Where buffers are supplied loose, push
buffers firmly into seat and cover before
assembly, (these are a tight fit and it may be
necessary to ease in the sides with a screw-
driver blade or similar.
2. Position hinge base with pivot post
between seat and cover pivot bases and align
holes.
3. Insert securing pin.
4. Repeat 1 & 2 at otherside. See, (a)
5. Assemble hinge bases with screws and cam
washers. These allow a multiple variation of
seat fixing positions. Insert into hinge bases
and rotate to desired position.
6. Tighten nuts whilst retaining securing
screw with screwdriver. See, (b)
7.  With the cover up and seat down press
firmly to give positive contact of all seat
buffers with the WC’s rim.
8. Snap over hinge dust covers

1. Place the seat onto the WC with the pillar
hinge bases and gaskets over the seat fixing
holes.
2. Assemble hinge bases with screws and cam
washers. Locate top of expansion bushes into
underside of smaller cam washers and retain
by inserting screws and loosely tightening the
coned nuts to engage the “wings” in the
expansion bush slots. These allow a multiple
variation of seat fixing positions.
3. Tighten securing screws with a screwdriver
4. Push chrome dust covers into position
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